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European Meeting in NIP.March 23,Damme,Belg ium.

Attending:

USA:George Rynick

Belgium:Magda Baukeland,Johan Maertens
Germany:Fide Ingwersen,Ingo Gerstenberg,Jeff Go rdon,
Arlene Moore,Rudo1f Mraz
Holland:Peter Geerlings,Martien Kooyman,Ineke P rins
Swedenzlnger Johansson,Asa Loof

Switzerland:Thomas Renz
fb

1. Peter was appoiéed president of the meeting,
Asa

2. The

secretary.
report of last year's meeting,March

11

i n Aster-

dam was approved.
3. Johan Maertens was acknowledged by everybody as

vice

president of ISNIP.
Criterias for fellows were discussed.Several changes
+
were suggested and and will be brought up at the ISNIP
annual board-meeting in Italy.It is demanded that every5
body attending the meeting will prepare this item thoroughly
that we can agree on the criterias.
The same goes with the criterias for teachin g fellows.
6. Juul de Klerk of the Flemish-Dutch society w as accepted
to be recognized as teaching fellow.
7. From the German society 14 Candidates were a pproved as
teaching fellows.5 of them are already recog nized as T F’s.
(Adelheid and Ingo Gerstenberg,Jeff Gordon,A lix Kremer
and Walter Lech1er)The 9 new T.FTs are Ulf Langguth(is
requested to bring in his papers),Rudolf Mr az,Cornelius
Roth,Fide Ingwersen,Ar1ene Moore,Uwe Genkel ,Horst Esshinger,
Konrad Stauss,Peter Jessen.
8. The dates for this year's conference are Thu 20-Sat 22of Sept
in Salo,Italy,with a pre-conference workshop 18-19 of Sept.
More information will be published in the Newsletter.
-9+10 concerning personel training during the tr aining program
also by fellows and the use of bonding techn iques in other
kinds of training,were postponed.
11.1 Johan gave a report from the research committee.The attempts
of working out a common research basis has not been successful,much due to different standards and ethical rules in
different countries.Research will therefore be done on
national levels.
11.2 ISNIP fees from fellows,teaching fellows and members in
training will from now on be paid in Europe,cash on meetings.
11.3 Next European meeting will take place in Switzerland.Dates
are not sett1ed,but April,19-20 were suggested.Thomas will
give more information later on.
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